
 

 
 

Neurogenesis 
From neuron birth to all that we are 

 

Interdisciplinary Exhibition: Harnessing the power of collaboration, combining art, fashion 
and cell imaging to share complex science  

23 March 2018 - DUNDEE , UK | To make a meaningful connection between art and science demands                  
openness, humility and collaboration - all of which are amassed by the sisters behind the newly co-created                 
exhibition, Neurogenesis. Designer and social artist, Helen Storey, has once again teamed up with developmental               
biologist, Kate Storey, to create a powerful new installation opening in Dundee, Scotland, developed in               
collaboration with innovation studio, Holition, and supported by Wellcome Trust and LifeSpace Science Art              
Research Gallery at the University of Dundee.  
 
The sisters share a mutual curiosity for exploring what it means to be human through biological and material                  
media, a theme that first surfaced in their multidisciplinary collaboration twenty years ago: Primitive Streak.               
Exhibited in the same gallery in Dundee in 2002 as part of its global tour and attracting over three million visitors,                     
the double award-winning exhibition, a part of the Wellcome Trust’s ‘Sci/Art’ initiative, used 27 dresses and textile                 
forms to depict the first 1,000 hours of human life. The work broke new ground and laid the foundations for the                     
current project, which develops the sisters’ continued ambition to draw the public towards what can be                
understood or realised by working across art and science. 
 
Kate and Helen wanted to create an experience which conveys how our nervous systems are formed with the aim                   
of provoking conversation and curiosity around what happens when we can no longer make new nerve cells, or                  
new memories. Neurogenesis, defined as the process of generating neurons, showcases Kate’s research into the               
cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying this process in developing embryos. However, new neurons are              
also generated in the adult human brain, particularly in the hippocampus, the region concerned with learning and                 
memory. New neurons help to make new nerve connections, which may underpin memory making, a process that                 
declines with age and most rapidly as dementia progresses. The sisters worked together to create an installation                 
which evokes these events and also connects to their personal experience of caring for someone with dementia.  
 
“We have reflected on this by choosing materials that nature has acted upon, materials that are losing                 
their original properties.” - Designer and social artist, Helen Storey  
 
Establishing a link between neurogenesis and the lived experience of it, Helen and Kate have delicately merged                 
footage of neurons being born and a hand-crafted dress that Helen has created from plastics worn by time and                   
the environment.  
 
“The work illuminates the cellular basis of the forming nervous system and invites juxtaposition of our                
understanding of this with our lived experience of the functions it underlines.” - Developmental biologist,               
Kate Storey  
 
To develop Helen and Kate’s partnership and the elements within the exhibition, the sisters selected leading                
innovation studio, Holition - who have worked creatively on several projects with Helen where complexity and                
beauty coexist. The studio specialises in using technology as an empathetic storytelling tool. Here, Holition               
deploy motion-tracking technology to establish an intimate relationship between the viewer and key steps that               
advance neurogenesis. Helen’s dress, in a continuing process of degeneration is snagged across tree branches               
and forms a stark shadow, within which Holition projected a movie generated in Kate’s laboratory of cells                 
becoming neurons. Reliant on a human presence, the interactive installation uses the viewer’s position as a                
trigger to activate the revealing of the next stage in neuron generation. The work’s responsiveness to the viewer’s                  
presence facilitates greater understanding of the neural development process.  

 



 

 
Jonathan Chippindale, Holition’s CEO, added that "Neurogenesis is another example of Helen and Kate’s innate               
ability to communicate important scientific discovery in an artistic and empathetic manner, thereby helping us to                
further understand what it means to be human." A testament to openness, humility and collaboration,               
Neurogenesis is a powerfully raw installation helping to build a new relationship between art, science and                
sisterhood.  
 
*** 
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During the preview there will be a public talk with Kate and Helen and LifeSpace curator Sarah Cook.  
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Quotes: 
“Wellcome is proud to have had a long and sustained relationship with the collaborative work of Helen and Kate                   
Storey, beginning with the original creation and tour of the collection Primitive Streak in 1997. Their collaboration                 
continues to be enormously fruitful, and its especially gratifying to see their latest work Neurogenesis come to                 
fruition in collaboration with LifeSpace in the School of Life Sciences, with which Wellcome is also proud to be                   
associated, and shown at Centrespace, Dundee Contemporary Arts. Along the way Wellcome Collection in              
London has also shown Kate and Helen’s associated work Lung Dress, while Red Fur Neuralation Dress                
continues to be a central feature of our Reading Room.”  - James Peto, Wellcome  
 
“Much has happened in the 20 years since we first created Primitive Streak, one of the first hybrid arts/science                   
projects - both in terms of technology (the internet was barely with us) and what has happened in                  
cross-disciplinary practice since. Back then, our focus was to experiment with what might happen when               
combining these two separate disciplines to convey how the human embryo develops and takes form. 
  
We never imagined that our personal life as sisters might ask for expression in a professional body of work –                    
Neurogenesis has been created at a time when our Dad was entering dementia and the ending of his life –                    
inclusion of our personal experience makes this work distinct from anything we have done before, as we have felt                   
compelled to allow the pain of loss to surface within the work.” - Helen and Kate Storey  
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"Neurogenesis is another example of Helen and Kate’s innate ability to communicate important scientific              
discovery in an artistic and empathetic manner, thereby helping us to further understand what it means to be                  
human." - Jonathan Chippindale, Holition CEO  
 
“Fostering collaborations between scientists and artists allows for experimental research-driven work to reach             
new audiences. LifeSpace is supporting the emergence and first outing of the Neurogenesis project in excited                
anticipation, certain that the work will bring greater attention to the amazing things that can happen when artists                  
and scientists work together. The exhibition is both part of LifeSpace’s annual programme and is the first in a                   
series of shows to celebrate 20 years of activity in the VRC that have highlighted interdisciplinary work by artists                   
and researchers, coming 16 years after Kate and Helen showed ‘Primitive Streak’ here. -Sarah Cook, LifeSpace                
curator 
  
About Helen Storey Foundation:  
Public tour of work produced by Helen Storey Foundation, a project funded, not for profit arts organisation,                 
creating collaborative work across art, fashion, science, design and technology for social, cultural and education               
use, and  custodian of Helen Storey's portfolio.  
 
For information on future venues or the Helen Storey Foundation please click here.  
 
About Helen Storey 
Is a social artist and researcher based at Centre for Sustainable Fashion at London College of Fashion, UAL and                   
Co Director of The Helen Storey Foundation. Her research is currently focused on projects at Za’atari Refugee                 
Camp in Jordan working together with UNHCR and other NGO’s to deliver educational projects and livelihood                
opportunities. 
 
For more information about Helen’s engagement with Sustainable Fashion, please click here.  
 
About Kate Storey:  
Kate is a developmental biologist based in the School of Life Sciences, University of Dundee. Her research into                  
cellular and molecular mechanisms regulating neural differentiation is supported by Wellcome. 
 
Since Kate and Helen’s initial work “Primitive Streak”, Kate has developed and mentored numerous science-art               
interdisciplinary projects. She uses this approach to explore new ways of sharing scientific understanding and               
new discoveries with the general public. Kate is a member of the steering group for the innovative LifeSpace                  
Science Art research gallery. 
 
For more information about Kate, please click here.  
 
About Holition: 
Holition is a creative innovation studio: a synthesis of retail scientists, film-makers, artists, mathematicians, UX               
designers and other curious minds, united by digital empathy towards consumer experience. 
 
Part think-tank part digital studio, Holition crafts bespoke experiences for industry leaders across the luxury,               
fashion and beauty sectors who look to Holition to introduce a new dialogue with their consumers.  
 
About LifeSpace: 
 
LifeSpace is the Science Art Research Gallery in University of Dundee’s School of Life Sciences. Our exhibitions                 
show intriguing and inspirational work by artists and scientists working at the cusps of new discovery, scientific                 
research and artist practice. The mission of LifeSpace is to engage artists and scientists in exciting new                 
collaborations and to foster long-term cross-disciplinary activity that will provide these communities and the public               
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with greater insight into the broad spectrum of life sciences research. This research-driven gallery space is                
curated as a collaborative partnership between artists, scientists and researchers from Duncan of Jordanstone              
College of Art and Design and School of Life Sciences. It enables an exciting opportunity for interdisciplinary art                  
and science interactions as well as providing a location for curatorial exchange between staff, students,               
researchers and the general public. 
 
 

 

 


